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FROM THE CHAIR
Another Newsletter, another introduction to write. Where to start,
where to go? I have just looked back (can be fatal) to see how I’d
approached things in previous Newsletters and was surprised to
find that this is the 14th Chair’s message I have written. One in
Nov 2003 – after being dragged kicking and screaming into the
role at the AGM that year (no, really!) – and 3 each in 2004, 2005
and 2006. My how time flies.
I usually like to identify the Society activities that I have been
involved with, but looking back through my diary doesn’t produce
much. This prompted me to think again about the cyclical nature
of the Society’s activities. I have pointed out before that we have a
tendency to lie dormant for much of the year, and spring into to
action for a committee meeting (the committee anyway), and the
annual summer school (bulk of the membership). The excellent
Newsletter, and the carto-soc mailing list, both function as
communication devices for members, but I would really like to
see more activity across the Society, which would in turn allow
those of us trying to promote the membership benefits to potential
new members to show what the value of membership can be.
Such is my concern that I am writing a short paper for discussion
at the upcoming SoC committee meeting in Portsmouth on 25
April. It will concentrate on two things – activities that were
identified in the Action Plan that haven’t been actioned; and on
new ideas and initiatives that we might take. I have brainstormed
a couple of things in the latter category, but what would be really
useful is if you – the members – could put individual and collective
thinking caps on and come up with some suggestions for things
that the Society should be doing, both for existing and potential
members’ benefit. Please email me any thoughts on this to the
email at the bottom of this note.
On behalf of SoC I attended a UK Carto Committee (UKCC)
meeting at OS in Southampton just after the last Newsletter was
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Summer
School
2007

•

Portsmouth

SUMMER SCHOOL
This year’s SoC annual
summer school will be held
at Portsmouth University
between 3–6 September.
Information about the 42nd
Summer School can be
found by visiting
www.port.ac.uk/soc. The
website is updated regularly
so why not bookmark the
site and make sure you visit
regularly?

Steve Chilton
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produced. There is nothing significant (to SoC in particular) to
report, as most of the business was concerned with ICA
(International Cartographic Association) matters. Through the
UKCC I was asked to work as co-editor on the British
Cartographic Society (BCS) Journal special issue outlining
cartographic activities in the UK in the last 5 years (in effect a
report to ICA). This has involved refereeing a main article on
community cartography, and copy-editing this and the section of
reports from UK cartographic organisations. For the same journal
I also compiled the report on SoC activities in this period, with
help from Secretary Mike Shand. I understand this edition of the
BCS Journal is due to be published in early summer.
Some of you may have attended, or been aware of, the Map
Designers workshop that was set up by the BCS in Glasgow last
November. Mike Wood was Chair at this interesting session, and
Mike Shand (and to a lesser extent a couple of other SoC
members) was involved in the organisation of what was by all
accounts a very successful event. So successful in fact that BCS
decided to host another one this year, and asked SoC to be
formally involved in the sponsoring and organising of it, which we
readily agreed to. It is with a sense of regret that I have to note
that the event has had to be cancelled at a fairly late stage. This is
due to “internal changes within the BCS Design Group”, meaning
that no one was available to take up the challenge of coordinating
the event.
Routine SoC business has, as always, been taking place behind
the scenes. Bill Johnson and David Sherren have been making
great strides in organising the 2007 Summer School at
Portsmouth University. It is to be held in the Rees Hall from 3–6
September, and details are available on the web at:
http://www.port.ac.uk/special/soc/. On the committee front I
give you advance warning that there will be vacancies on the
committee at the AGM at Portsmouth. One of the committee
members (without portfolio) has given notice of his intention to
stand down due to personal commitments. I have also had
notification that the Treasurer is struggling to balance his work
and domestic commitments with those of the treasury. He has
asked if someone will come forward to take on the treasurer’s job,
or perhaps work alongside him for a period of time, so that the
Society doesn’t suffer through this. Please consider whether you
would be interested in standing for either of these posts, or can
help in any way. For a confidential discussion on either of these
please contact secretary (Mike Shand), or the treasurer (Graham
Allsopp) himself. It looks like the Editorship of the SoC Bulletin is

soon to be resolved. I have had what I hope to be fruitful
discussions with an appropriate candidate for the post, whose
commitments should allow him to stand for the post at the AGM.
One initiative that came from the Keele Summer School was the
possibility of repeating, and expanding on, the Illustrator
workshop that was held there. Stuart Gill and Mike Shand are
coordinating this, and there should be further details of another
workshop on page 21 of this Newsletter. Your committee is also
looking at the succession of the presidency, after Mike Wood’s
agreement to extend his tenure, but with a view to an appropriate
handover. Who are appropriate people to consider as our next
president? Mike is a very hard act to follow, but we must be
applying ourselves to this issue. Thoughts are welcomed –
contact myself or Mike Shand.
One theme that is trotted out on many occasions is that of the
need for traditional cartographers to be working with and
influencing those “new” cartographers that seem to abound –
particularly GISers and community cartographers. Two SoC
members have taken this concept literally and have been working
with the new cartographers in the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project.
Richard Fairhurst and I spent a very interesting morning at his
house recently, working on applying some of the accumulated
cartographic experience we have to the look and feel of the output
from OSM. We were working with the designer of the default
output layer Artem Pavlenko, whose Mapnik software toolkit is the
engine behind the turning of database features into mapped
output. This is not the place to go into detail (see
http://mapnik.org/) but I give you the picture of us projecting the
images onto Richard’s lounge wall and making decisions about
lineweights, styles, colours, symbolisation, and even whether to
include particular details at particular levels (scales really). As fast
as we made suggestions Artem was trying to change the
stylesheet code on the fly, and show us the results. Great fun, and
a fascinating mix of the old and the new. The results seem to have
been well received, with one blog illustrating it thus:
http://www.blacksworld.net/blog/?p=93. Richard and I are
carrying this process further by offering papers for consideration
at the State of the Map conference (see page … for details). If
mine is accepted I shall be attempting to go back to basics and
apply some more basic principles of cartography to the OSM
project. May need to get my old copy of Robinson’s Elements of
Cartography out when preparing for this one!

Future Summer
School venues
Dates for your diary
don’t miss out

2007
Portsmouth
(3–6 September)
(Bill Johnson)

2008
Manchester
(dates to be confirmed

2009
Offers invited

…I give you the picture
of us projecting the
images onto Richard’s
lounge wall and making
decisions about
lineweights, styles,
colours, symbolisation,
and even whether to
include particular details
at particular levels…

Another example of SoC members working in the wider world of
cartography
is
given
by
the
Journal
of
Maps
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Editor required
There is still one important vacancy in the SoC structure.
The position of Bulletin Editor has been vacant since I took
the Chair two years ago. I have been Acting Editor since
then but cannot be expected to carry on this indefinitely,
AND fulfil my role as Chair adequately. So the committee is
looking to co-opt someone as Editor with a view to being
nominated for the Editor’s post at the AGM. If anyone has
ever thought about taking this job on, it is even easier than it
was before. This is because the job of producing (DTP,
layout, correcting, sending for print, etc) the Bulletin has
devolved to a Production Editor – who is Gary Haley. The job
now entails just getting the material for the Bulletin, liaising
with authors, and proofing the copy. So if you want to
discuss the post – in confidence, with no prior commitment
– then don’t hesitate to contact me. There is also a job
description for the post which anyone is welcome to ask to
see, and I will willingly work with someone over the transition
phase.
Please consider doing this vital job. You will find that it will
broaden your horizons and give great satisfaction.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

You may also have
noticed the role being
played by GPS in the
current Iran hostage
situation.

Call for Bulletin material
This is a call for material for the next
SoC Bulletin. I am looking in
particular for main articles for the
Bulletin, but also short articles,
map/atlas/book reviews, software
reviews and/or information on new
products. If you have something
that you feel you want to share with
the cartographic community then
please get in touch with the editor
by phone, fax or email (details
below) to let me know if you would
be interested in having any material
published. Volume 41 will be put
together following the 2007 Summer
School in Portsmouth, and
contributions need to be with me by
the end of September. Further
information about the Bulletin, plus
content from recent issues is
available at: www.soc.org.uk/
bulletin/bulletin.html
STEVE CHILTON
A c t i n g Bulletin Editor
Tel/Fax: 020 8411 5355
Email: steve8@mdx.ac.uk

(http://www.journalofmaps.com/). The Journal of Maps is “an
inter-disciplinary online, electronic, journal that aims to provide a
forum for researchers to publish their maps. Using full peer review
and a reverse publishing method (where the author pays for the
review process), all published maps will be freely distributed to
anyone wishing to view them”. The SoC president is one of 4
editors in the Cartography/GIS field, and the 7 cartographic
editors listed are members Mike Shand, Graham Allsopp, Graeme
Sandeman, Tim Aspden, Brian Rogers, plus two cartographers
from Canada. There is a short piece on the editing work on the
JoM elsewhere in this Newsletter.
Finally, and wandering slightly off-topic, this Newsletter includes
what I hope will be interesting pieces on happenings in the
Opengeodata area (with a report on an Open Knowledge
Foundation one-day event); the unusual in surveying (a report on
a surveying with kites lecture); and a very topical piece by
newsletter editor Gary Haley on the downside of the satellite
navigation revolution. You may also have noticed the role being
played by GPS in the current Iran hostage situation. Seemingly
both sides can provide evidence with the GPS position of the
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sailors when captured. Even in they both agree, it means little if
both side’s mapping agencies are working with maps which show
the boundary in different places. Then the solution might be for
both side’s cartographers to apologise to each other for having a
differing interpretation of where a man-made feature on the
earth’s surface actually is.
I hope you find something of interest in the pages that follow, that
you will contribute to the Society, and that I will have the pleasure
of networking with you all sometime in the year, particularly at
Portsmouth in September.
Steve Chilton

CARTO-SOC
(THE SOCIETY OF CARTOGRAPHERS
ONLINE DISCUSSION GROUP)
The Society has created CARTO-SoC, a listserv (automatic mailer) for the on-line discussion of
practical cartography. Much of the discussion concerns computer mapping using desktop
machines, though there are no restrictions whatsoever on the topics that may be discussed. Any
mail sent to the listserv is automatically distributed to all subscribers. You may find this a useful
way of communicating with cartographers worldwide, and getting help with a wide range of
topics. Anyone (both members and non-members) is welcome to subscribe to CARTO-SoC.
To subscribe to CARTO-SoC, send an email to:

carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk

listproc@sheffield.ac.uk

If your WWW browser is set up with your
correct Email address, you may subscribe
directly from the SoC website. Simply type
subscribe carto-soc ‘your full name’ in the box,
and send the message.

with the message subscribe carto-soc ‘your
full name’ in the body of the mail.
(For instance, if you were called Gerardus
Mercator, and wished to subscribe, you would
send the message
subscribe carto-soc Gerardus Mercator
to the address listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).
To send a message to CARTO-SoC, send an
email to:

To unsubscribe to CARTO-SoC, send an
Email to:
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk
with the message
unsubscribe carto-soc
in the body of the mail.

CARTO-SoC archive
Monthly digests of previous CARTO-SoC mailings are available. Up to March 1999 these are
plain text files, and from then on automatically generated HTML pages.
The address for more information or to access the archive is:

http://www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc/
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REPORTS
OPEN KNOWLEDGE FOUNDATION –
OPEN GEODATA SESSION

Limehouse Town Hall

As a cartographical
aside it is worth seeing
how the various
mapping sites/agencies
cope with showing the
Limehouse Link – which
is a mile long tunnel
opened in 1993 to make
the Docklands
regeneration area more
accessible…

One Saturday recently I took a short trip on the DLR to the
Commercial Road in the East End of London. My destination was
the fading splendour of Limehouse Town Hall. I could give you a
whole load of background on this fabulous building, which I am
pleased to see English Heritage now has plans to restore. I
thought the Social Democratic Party had been launched on the
steps of this building, but internet research showed it to have
been from David Owen’s (equally grand) house, which is nearby.
The contrasts in this area are quite marked – from the rundown
looking premises on the Commercial Road, to the upmarket
properties around the Limehouse Basin.
There was a nice symmetry to revisiting the destination of a bike
ride undertaken recently by your Newsletter Editor. Gary rode from
his home in the North East of England, with just scraps of a torn
up road atlas for navigating by, to the London Eye. I joined him at
Bishops Stortford and showed him some of the nicer parts of the
Lea Valley, as we traversed through the Essex countryside,
through the suburbs of London, and finally down the towpath of
the Limehouse Cut to a welcome pint in the Narrow pub,
alongside the fascinating Narrow Street swingbridge.
As a cartographical aside it is worth seeing how the various
mapping sites/agencies cope with showing the Limehouse Link –
which is a mile long tunnel opened in 1993 to make the Docklands
regeneration area more accessible, and curves gracefully right
UNDER the Limehouse Basin. The Ordnance Survey are fine, as
are Multimap and Streetmap (which both use proprietary UK
mapping, from I think the same source).
However, Google Maps, Map24, Yahoo and Maporama – which
are mapping “remotely” – have more of a problem. Yahoo uses
Navteq/TeleAtlas data and compromises by showing the Basin as
smaller and implying that the link skirts the North side of it. Map24
does the same thing, with a different style and symbolisation, as
does Maporama. Live Local takes the Navteq data (showing the
basin wrongly) and then symbolises the link as underground, with
dashed lines. And if you want to see some really shoddy
cartography then go in to max zoom in Live Local! However, the
best of all is Google, which has it splendidly shooting across the
basin, with no indication that it is underground.
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Anyway, to the session. What follows are very brief notes that I
made at the time. The day was introduced by Rufus Pollack from
the OKFoundation, with some woolly stuff about “Atomisation and
Commercial Opportunity”. Then Becky Hodge from the Open
Rights Group introduced the three speakers, who were Ed
Parsons (ex CTO of OS, who spoke at SoC in Cambridge),
Charles Arthur (Guardian journalist from the Free Our Data
Campaign), and Steve Coast (founder of the OpenStreetMap
project, who also spoke at SoC in Cambridge).
Although no longer an employee of the OS (and there’s another
story!), Ed Parsons was still on pretty much the same pitch,
repeating facts and figures on the cost of surveying and
maintaining high quality data, and sort of justifying their Trading
Fund status. He argued that the estimated cost of £70 million
would NOT be likely to be so readily provided if left to the Treasury
to decide. Money is more likely to be spent on Trident missiles,
schools or the NHS – all more ‘sexy’ and certainly better vote
winners. Ed did admit that the OS’s complicated and tight
licensing structures were restricting growth and innovation in the
UK data market. He quoted Metcalfe’s Law – which states that the
value of a telecommunications network is proportional to the
square of the number of users of the system. He argued that this
concept should be applied to data, and that much data (not just
OS’s) is undervalued by being tied up in restrictive licences. He
concluded with the thought that sharing data is a better concept
than free data.
Steve Coast next presented the story of the development of the
OpenStreetMap project, which collects map data in an open and
cooperative manner, and aims to make copyright-free geodata
available for all to use. He described the genesis and
development of the project, including it’s recently released “new
cartography” (see Chair’s piece for explanation). He ended with a
reference to Coase’s Penguin (look it up!) – which can be glibly
paraphrased as that it should be “fun, not take long, and be easy”
– something that the 5,500+ registered OSM contributors would
seem to be confirming.

Up and under!
The Limehouse “tunnel”
running over the Basin

Ed Parsons […] argued
that the cost of
surveying and
maintaining high quality
data would NOT be
likely to be so readily
provided if left to the
Treasury to decide…

Finally Charles Arthur re-iterated the case made in their
campaign. He prefaced it with a comment that they were NOT
talking about personal data, and they were NOT anti-OS – he
agreed that their data was exceptional and that the debate was
wider than that anyway, encompasing all sorts of government and
other data. He argued that there is much money shuffling
between organisations. He also said that there has been an
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estimate that freeing data would produce a £1 billion increase in
the use (value?) of OS data. In a statement that slightly
contradicts the earlier one, he opinioned that the 25% corporation
tax on that could pay for the OS’s data collection.
The question and answer session was wide-ranging, and I have
only space here to include a few comments. [The responses have
the panellist’s initials if attributed]
The government needs to recognise the value of data
[CA]
OSM project is collecting data eminently valuable to
many users [SC]
Evidence for change benefit – value of Craig’s list; S
Africa experienecing 500% increase in data usage when
“freed” [CA]

Google is paying for
data – they could stop
paying at a stroke

Google is paying for data – they could stop paying at a
stroke [EP]
Federated data collection could be possible, as
technology now allows such an approach [EP]
Federated data collection could fall between two stalls
(political argument from earlier) [CA]
Overall, a fascinating session – that I surely have not given a
decent account of here. However, if you want the full experience
there is a podcast of the presentations and discussion available
at: http://www.opengeodata.org/casts/okcon2007/okcon.mp3
[NB: After a quiet start it is quite clear. If you are persistent you
might event catch an SoC presence!]
The Geodata session was the first of several on the day, but I had
a pressing engagement elsewhere so had to leave.

Web references:
Open Knowledge Foundation http://www.okfn.org/
Free Our Data campaign blog
http://www.freeourdata.org.uk/blog/index.php
Ed Parsons’ blog http://www.edparsons.com/
OpenStreetMap
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/index.php/Main_Page
Steve Chilton
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JOURNAL OF MAPS
http://www.journalofmaps.com/
A day in the life of a Cartographic Review Editor
Mike Shand
When the Journal of Maps (JoM) first appeared in 2004, I was
signed up by its Editor Mike Smith to act as Cartographic Review
Editor. Now in 2007 there are 5 SOC members undertaking the
task (Graham Allsopp, Tim Aspden, Graeme Sandeman and
Brian Rogers), in addition SOC President Mike Wood is a
Cartography/GIS referee and Society member Clare Ivison acts
as JoM Commissioning Cartographer. I gladly accepted the task
as I envisaged passing on my cartographic knowledge to lessexperienced cartographers or map producers and so meeting the
mission statement of JoM and the aims of the SOC.
The JoM method utilises a standard map review pro forma
template. This pro forma is used by the Review Editors to provide
map authors with feedback on maps submitted to the JoM and is
used in conjunction with the referees’ report. Detailed
observations are made that reflect the extent to which the map
meets acceptable standards of map design and application of
principles of cartography for publication in the Journal. Maps are
only accepted when they are deemed by the editors to have
reached a standard suitable for publication. Where a map fails to
meet acceptable standards, it is denoted using a :-( symbol. In
such cases changes would expect to be made to the map to
improve its appearance prior to publication. Where the :-) symbol
is used we encourage the author(s) to attempt to improve the
map but failure to do so would not normally preclude publication.
In addition comments are added to the various sections of the
pro forma which include Graphic and conceptual generalisation;
Colour and pattern use; Map Lettering; Map page layout; Map
inclusions. Each section contains detailing map issues such as
symbology, colour, generalisation, fonts, scale, orientation etc.
My first map review was a real challenge, a 1:2,500 Geological
Map of South Achill Island and Achill Beg, Western Ireland,
supplied as an Adobe Acrobat ‘pdf’ file, 10Mb in size and
measuring 118.11 x 157.48 inches (3 x 4 metres). As I have had
many years of experience producing detailed geology maps,
commenting on the map content and design should not have
presented too many problems. The first challenge was simply to
look at the ‘pdf’ version of map on my PC (bearing in mind that
JOM in an online journal). Adobe Acrobat is great for zooming

Detailed observations
are made that reflect the
extent to which the map
meets acceptable
standards of map
design and application
of principles of
cartography for
publication in the
Journal

Mike Shand
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More recently the tables
have been turned on
me, as I have had one of
my maps (Surficial
geology and
geomorphology of the
Thorisjökull plateau
icefield, west-central
Iceland) reviewed by
one of my fellow map
editors

SOC Newsletter, April 2007
and panning when assessing the content and minutiae of the
map, however it is of limited use when viewing a 3 x 4 metre
image on a 17” computer screen to assess the map layout and
overall visual balance. I was therefore forced to compliment the
on-screen version by producing a printed hard copy version at
the full map scale of 1:2,500 (so much for the paperless office
and comments that paper maps have no future). Fortunately I had
access to a large format HP colour plotter within our department
and after several unsuccessful attempts using Acrobat and
Adobe Illustrator I was able to produce a hard copy version of the
map in three large sections. Viewing the paper map version was
also a challenge, after taping the sections together I was unable
to find a table large enough to lay out the map. I in fact resorted to
pinning the map up on a wall in one of our teaching labs, so a
‘stand-up’ review was to be the best option. In general the map
was well produced and as is common with inexperienced or
untrained map makers, its main weaknesses were with the overall
visual appearance and map layout. And so I was able to complete
my first map review after meeting some interesting challenges.
The map was accepted for publication with some minor design
changes and can be viewed online at the JoM website.
I have now reviewed the maps for 16 articles in the JoM, varying
from geological maps, photomaps and transport maps to an
online animated map of flight paths. The quality of map submitted
for review has varied from very high and professional to extremely
poor screen dumps from GIS and 3D simulations. In all cases
however I believe that the maps have benefited from a ‘second
opinion’ and the final quality has been enhanced before
publication by each map author taking on board the experienced
comments of the Review Editors. While the pro forma method
probably works in general as a useful guide to the map authors, it
would be interesting to hear their comments of how well they
understand the feedback and cartographic reasons for them. It
should be noted that the pro formas are made available to the
map authors as is the name of the cartographic review editor, so
achieving transparency throughout the process. As a journal the
JOM believes that both authors and reviewers should be
accountable for their opinions and be able to learn from the review
process. More recently the tables have been turned on me, as I
have had one of my maps (Surficial geology and geomorphology
of the Thorisjökull plateau icefield, west-central Iceland) reviewed
by one of my fellow map editors.
Another recent development is that I have been asked by JoM
Editor Mike Smith to pilot an ‘audio review’ of a Geomorphological
Map of the Salento Peninsula, Italy. An interesting concept, a Scot
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with a combined Highland/Glasgow accent producing an audio
for the Italian authors of the map to be reviewed, I have used my
best BBC/Queen’s English for this one. Again the first step was to
produce a hard copy of the map which measured 47 x 33 inches
(119 x 84 cm). Rather that make comments ‘off-the-cuff’, I
decided to proof read the map and mark up proposed changes
and comments in red on the hard copy before setting out some
bullet points for my audio commentary. In addition I produced a
digitally annotated Adobe Acrobat version for the map authors.
Next step was to decide on the best technological solution for
creating the audio file. A number of hardware options were
available, analogue Dictaphone followed by digital conversion,
using an MP3 player, telephone headset or recording direct to a
PC/laptop through a built-in or external microphone. Software
options for recording considered were Microsoft Sound Recorder,
Roxio Easy Media Creator Suite and open source
AudacityPortable. My choice, partly based on convenience and
availability, was to record direct to a Laptop through its in-built
microphone and edit the tape using Roxio software to create a
MP3 file (size 15Mb for 11 minutes of recording). I was a bit
surprised that the final audio file size was only 11 minutes in
length (and I was deliberately speaking at a slow pace), however
I covered all aspects of the map review adequately, in fact the
marking up of the hard copy and digital proofs took more than an
hour. The Roxio software proved very useful for re-recording or
‘splicing-in’ additional commentary. The MP3 file was digitally
enhanced using AudacityPortable to amplify the sound and
reduce background noise, the resultant final file size was 10MB.
No major problems were encountered during the recording apart
from coming to terms with the strange sensation of hearing and
accepting your own voice and avoiding ‘rustling’ noises from the
paper map while recording. While an audio map review is an
interesting concept, I have reservations about it as a solution in its
own right, mainly based on the practicalities of utilising the audio
while making changes to a map. It would require constant
rewinding of the tape by the map author and there would also
inevitably be some linguistic issues to resolve. However with a
transcript of the audio tape and the pro forma both methods could
be successfully combined. A more useful additional method that
could be considered for map reviewing would be to manually (or
digitally) mark-up a copy of the map as done conventionally when
proof reading a map (and as done for this pilot review).

While an audio map
review is an interesting
concept, I have
reservations about it as
a solution in its own
right, mainly based on
the practicalities of
utilising the audio while
making changes to a
map

I look forward to my next challenge in a day in the life of a JoM
Cartographic Review Editor.
Mike Shand
University of Glasgow
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JOURNAL OF MAPS
http://www.journalofmaps.com/
The scope of maps for both analysis and communication
Mike Wood

As we know, maps of all
types, including
cognitive maps, are
indispensable to spatial
investigations.

According to the ‘About Us’/‘mission’ link on the Journal of Maps
home page, its origins lie in the fieldwork-based research carried
out by geologists and geographers in the late 1800s/early 1900s,
and published in the professional journals of that time. That
archive provides a permanently accessible record of most, if not
all, of the original data (e.g. photographs and field maps) and the
research conclusions reached. Today however, despite a massive
increase in such activities, cost factors place constraints on their
publication, especially with respect to the inclusion of coloured
maps. Research papers today are typically restricted to the
results and conclusions alone, with limited reference to sources.
This can cause problems for referees, who may have to make
difficult judgements without access to original data, possibly
weakening the peer-review process. Taking advantage of new
electronic facilities, the Journal of Maps offers an exciting new
publishing outlet which maintains rigorous peer review but also
permits inclusion of the relevant original data, especially graphics
and coloured maps, meeting and surpassing the quality of earlier
archives.
Alan MacEachren’s iconic ‘Cartography cubed’ diagram (now
referred to as the Geovisualization Cube) identifies the main uses
of maps (or geovisualizations) as either ‘investigation/analysis’ or
‘presentation/communication’. Those maps most widely
published during the 20th century were mainly in the latter
category, typically small scale topographic and geological maps
and special maps for tourism, all designed for large audiences
rather than customised for individual tasks or projects. As we
know, maps of all types, including cognitive maps, are
indispensable to spatial investigations. But their use in the more
focused analytical phases of geospatial research has been
obscured, the ‘maps’ being considered more ephemeral working
documents and thus less ‘glamorous’ than their mass-produced
communicative ‘relatives’! Possibly because of the difficulty of
compiling, designing and publishing such more ‘serious’ maps
(e.g. showing the exploratory phases or results of
geomorphological fieldwork, on topographic bases), this valuable
resource was often filed away and seldom exposed to the wider
public. But, as analytical mapping is integral to all spatial research

and management (and has become so much easier with GIS),
one of the real contributions of the Journal of Maps is to offer
opportunities to include them once more.
Of course not all elements of such investigative-mapping
processes need be published. Provided detailed field documents
are stored, only those analytical steps or stages which contribute
to and explain the research results need be included in journal
papers. But, despite their ‘working’ origins, when they appear in
published form such maps often require fundamental
cartographic make-overs, transforming them from field
documents to meet the standards of professional cartography.
The map-focused examples offered by Mike Shand, characteristic
of papers in the JoM Special Issue 2006, illustrate the need for
peer review by expert cartographers. However, as can be seen
from the content of the 2007 special issue (‘Maps in Motion’), in
which special maps are not always the focus of attention, more
conventional refereeing operations apply. All JoM themes are
essentially spatial in nature and the significance of this aspect,
and how it is presented in map form, have been important for me
as one of the Cartography/GIS editors. Do the maps have a
central if not primary role (e.g. presenting the results of a
geological project), have they been integral to the spatial analysis
and its outcome (e.g. studies of accessibility of city locations
using public transport) or has their role been mainly explanatory
(e.g. simple but well-designed instructional maps)? The latter two
certainly apply in studies of route planning or traffic circulation
analysis. In such cases map graphics must certainly meet certain
design criteria, etc., but their specific role in the spatial
investigations must also be taken into account.

Do the maps have a
central if not primary
role… have they been
integral to the spatial
analysis and its
outcome… or has their
role been mainly
explanatory?

In summary the Journal of Maps offers new opportunities to
illustrate the uses of maps/geovisualizations depicted in
MacEachren’s Geovisualization Cube diagram - for
exploration/analysis (especially using GIS tools), for
presentation/communication or for stages in between. In all cases
appropriateness as well as cartographic quality will have been
thoroughly assessed.
Mike Wood

Mike Wood
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Two quite different
environments…
my home in rural Gateshead
and the other end of the
route in London

CARTO-SPEAK
DOES SAT-NAV REALLY MEAN “NO-NAV”?
Navigation. What does it mean to you? To early explorers at sea it
meant knowing your position north or south of the Equator, and
until Harrison’s clocks anyway, being rather less certain about
how far east or west of your destination you were. Early sailors
rarely ventured far from coastal waters but H1 (1730–1735)
changed all that with the UK benefiting hugely from the accuracy
of Harrison’s clocks which allowed the development of trade,
stockmarkets and the continuing dominance of the oceans by the
Royal Navy.
Harrison was born in Foulby, near Wakefield, in Yorkshire in 1693
but his family moved to Barrow upon Humber, in north Lincolnshire,
when he was quite young. One wonders how his father, a carpenter,
navigated his family in the last decade of the 17th century to this
small village, still a couple of miles from the sea.

my wife will tell you that
I am not a good sailor,
and likely to feel unwell
on an airbed!

Navigating across the land is rather easier than at sea, with an
ever changing horizon, maps showing recognisable features, and
people to stop and ask for directions (though I accept that, men
in particular, long ago lost the art of asking directions).
My own passion is also for the odd day out exploring, not at sea
though, my wife will tell you that I am not a good sailor, and likely
to feel unwell on an airbed! No, on the day when our clocks
advance an hour for the summer, I prefer to dream of the gentle
passing of our beautiful countryside on two wheels. So when I get
a day off I head for the hills with some tools, a litre of water, and a
paper map.
I’ve often thought about the merits of having a bar-mounted
SatNav system, but spending hours in front of a computer while
at work (yes I do work some of the time) the last thing I want to do
is spend my leisure time in front of yet another screen. I do
confess though, to sometimes feeling guilty that all those miles
could be adding to the OpenStreetMap database, if only they’d
send me a GPS!

Gary Haley
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So I find myself wondering what Harrison would make of these
wonderful electronic systems we now have for “navigating” to our
destination and, hopefully, returning safely home again to our
more familiar surroundings. I reckon he’d be pretty impressed,
but like the inquiring mind of a child faced with the “miracle” of an
electronic calculator, I also think he’d prefer to think his way to the
solution and not simply be presented with the “answer” on a
screen.

Every week we hear more stories about coach drivers getting
stuck in narrow country lanes, hugely expensive cars being
“sailed” down rivers, and now 60 school children spending 8
hours of their lives visiting, charming I’m sure, Hampton Court in
north London. All this because we seem to have lost the skill of
navigating. That is to say, knowing where we are and the rough
location of where we want to go, sitting down with a map which
shows both locations at an appropriate scale, and choosing the
most appropriate route to get there.
Meanwhile, “Carto-Cabs in Camden” won’t accept a booking
unless we know the postcode of where we are AND where we are
going (where ARE we going by the way?). So an expensive cab
journey from my home (NE16 5TN) to the London Eye (SE1 7PB),
so kindly referred to by Steve elsewhere in this issue, is probably
better made by bicycle (three days if you’re asking) and a torn up
1:250,000 road atlas (regular updates available from £1.99 in all
good stores)!

Did you mean:
Hampton Ct, Islington,
London N1, UK
Hampton Court,
Alexandra Park Rd,
Haringey, London N22,
UK
Or NONE of the above!

Satellite Navigation systems may be a life saver in some
circumstances, and I’m sure that many people are fascinated by
the electronic wizardry and celebrity voices that accompany them
on their travels. But I doubt whether Harrison would think they are
contributing as much as more traditional cartography has to a
better understanding of our geography, environment and the
scale of our small island(s).
Gary Haley
Newsletter Editor
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CLOSE RANGE PHOTOGRAMMETRY:
KITE-BASED REMOTE SENSING
Mike Smith, from Kingston University’s School of Earth Sciences
and Geography, gave a lecture in the Maths and Stats staff
seminar series at Middlesex University recently. These are brief
notes I made at the meeting – with apologies to Mike if I have
misrepresented anything he said.
Mike’s background is in glaciology, and he commenced by
introducing some of the problems encountered in field surveying
and using remote sensing in this area – with a case study on
drumlin mapping. Field surveying can be accurate, but is very
time-consuming (approx 2km2 per day), and can be difficult if
mapping very large landforms. Typically for drumlins you might
want to record the outline, ridge line and highest point of each
feature. Remote sensing obviously works for larger features and
can cover from 10–100km2 per day. A kite plus digital camera is
one of several possible methods of surveying the meso scale
work between these two (balloons, radio controlled planes, survey
towers being others). The key is to get to the appropriate height
above the earth’s surface.
A kite can give high lift, is simple and relatively cheap and
extremely portable. It’s possible deployment has been driven by
low cost components, kite design and readily available digital
cameras. The kites are not like your stunt kite or my kite surfing
one (OK I haven’t got one, alright!). These kites can be soft or
framed in style. The camera is held in a suspension rig (costing
c£250) and has tilt and swivel servo motors attached, that are
activated by radio control from the ground crew. The rig and
camera weigh approx 1.5kg. The camera used at Kingston is a
digital SLR from Nikon (D70 for c£500, with lens at £350, and
memory card at c£100). It records in RAW (radiation data) or JPG
(traditional photo) formats. The final outputs can be raw data,
georeferenced images (using control markers on the ground) or
DEMs from overlapping orthophotos.

A kite can give high lift

The conclusion is that the accuracy level can be very good, and
has been tested over an extended time period for fall off, change,
etc. They are also trialling near infra red (NIR) recording, which
digital cameras can produce. The best feature is the ability to
reproduce the survey detail easily over time – eg measuring the
detail under glaciers as they retreat and advance.
So, is this surveying method of practical value to you? For me, it is
unlikely to replace the data capture that I currently do with a GPS
device. What I need is something to counteract the two problems
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I have with the Garmin device I use. That is the “canyon” effect of
surveying in heavily builtup urban areas (in simple terms the
signal is bounced and distorted by tall buildings if you are near, or
particularly between, them); and the drop off/out of signal that is
often witnessed (signal strength varies and produces accuracy
levels from at best 6m to at worst 50+m, or even lost signal due
to cloud cover and other atmospherics). Yes, I know the answer is
to buy a newer, cooler, SIRF3-based device, but I have to weigh
this cost against a Wii purchase (kids, who’d ’av em!). But for
medium scale surveying in the field of geosciences this method
may well have a lot going for it. You do still have to interpret the
data mind, but that is another story.

Reference
Research website: http://www.kingston.ac.uk/esg/staff/kap.htm

Note:
In a parallel life Mike is editor of the Journal of Maps, and he
presented at the University of Cambridge SoC Summer School in
2005 on “Open Access Journal Publishing”.
His presentation is available from the SoC website
http://www.mdx.ac.uk/www/gem/soc2005/ppts.htm

Yes, I know the answer
is to buy a newer, cooler,
SIRF3-based device, but
I have to weigh this cost
against a Wii purchase
(kids, who’d ’av em!).

at:

The presentation was also published as:
Smith, M.J. (2005) “Open access journal publication: methods of
implementation and copyright issues” Society of Cartographers
Bulletin, 39, 21–24.

Steve Chilton

NEWS
NEW COURSES IN GEOMATICS,
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
The Department of Geographical and Earth Sciences of The
University of Glasgow, is launching a new MSc in Geospatial and
Mapping Sciences, from a September 12th 2007 start date. The
programme encompasses Land, Engineering and Hydrographic
Surveying; Geodesy & GNSS; Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing; Terrain Modelling; Land Registration, Cadastre & LIS;
GIS; NSDI; Group Field work; and an Individual Project. With
supporting maths and IT. Limited scholarships are available. This
degree will be run in parallel with the department’s existing MSc in
Geoinformation Technology and Cartography. Both these MSc
degrees are professionally qualifying. For further information
please contact geomatics@ges.gla.ac.uk. Or visit website at:
http://www.ges.gla.ac.uk/degrees/postgraduate/courses
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SOC ILLUSTRATOR/FREEHAND WORKSHOP

This one day workshop
… is likely to be of real
benefit to cartographers
interested in making the
transition from
Macromedia Freehand
to Adobe Illustrator.

JOB VACANCY

Provisional date: Tuesday 12 June
Venue: Coventry University

Bodleian Map Room
Library Assistant (temporary part time post)

This one day workshop being organised by Stuart Gill (Coventry
University) with the support of SoC Secretary Mike Shand is likely
to be of real benefit to cartographers interested in making the
transition from Macromedia Freehand to Adobe Illustrator.

The postholder’s duties will includde the cataloguing of the
cartographic intake, providing advice and informal support to the
OULS cataloguing community and invigilation of the Map Reading
Room.

The acquisition of Freehand by Adobe may lead to Freehand
users wishing to make the move and this workshop aims to
familiarise users with commonly used features in Illustrator.

Details are available at www.admin.ox.ac.uk/fp or by calling
OULS personnel on 01865 277171 or by emailing personnel@
ouls.ox.ac.uk.

More
details
are
available
from
Stuart
(apx293@conventry.ac.uk) or Mike (secretary@soc.org.uk).

CONFERENCES

FOR INFORMATION
Cambridge University Library Map Department
Refurbishment: Service Disruption
For a nine month period from July 2007 the Map Department of
Cambridge University Library will relocate within the University
Library building while the department’s accommodation (which
has been largely untouched since the Library opened in 1934!) is
refurbished. This will entail the reconfiguration and upgrading of
the Map Department’s reading room and an improvement to
environmental conditions.
Unfortunately, it is inevitable that during the refurbishment we will
only be able to offer a limited service. In particular, some of the
map collection is stored in the immediate vicinity of the work and,
since it will not be possible to relocate these items, access to
them will be restricted. It is also likely that the Map Department
will close for a short period at the beginning and end of the
refurbishment.

First OpenStreetMap International Conference
For further information about the conference see the website at
http://www.stateofthemap.org. Bookmark it as it is constantly
updated with news of the conference.
The State of the Map
First openstreetmap international conference
Manchester, England
14–15 July 2007

Thanks to a lot of hard
work from all involved,
we now have a
conference website up
(http://www.stateofthem
ap.org). Please spread
the word!

Got something to speak about? We’re interested in a broad range
of topics:
1. Freeing Up Access to Geodata – The political, commercial
and opensource implications of open Geodata
2. Redrawing the Map the OSM Way – GPS, surveying, data
editing methods and additional sources of base data.
3. New Uses For A New Style of Geodata – A look at new
and existing uses for OSM data.

Once more details are known these will be posted on our website
and will be broadcast as widely as possible.

4. Cartography 2017 – where are we headed?

In the meantime do bear this in mind if you are planning to visit
Cambridge University Library Map Department.

5. Building Blocks for Collaborative Mapping – Data
storage, processing, scalability and delivery in a wiki-like
environment.
It doesn’t have to be exclusively about openstreetmap – also feel
free to suggest mini-talks, workshops, poster sessions etc. As
part of the openstreetmap conference there will be some active
mapping done in the city.
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SUMMER SCHOOL BURSARIES
CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS 31 July ANNUALLY
AND NOTIFICATION by 14 August 2007
The Society of Cartographers offers TWO bursaries to allow full attendance at their Annual
Summer School.
The bursary offer is open to student and overseas members only. Each bursary will cover a
Summer School full attendance package and registration. Travel costs to and from the SoC
Summer School will NOT be covered by the bursary.
The aim of the bursary is to give financial assistance to members who would otherwise be unable
to attend due to lack of other financial support. Submissions will be reviewed by the Bursary
sub-committee and successful applicants will be notified by 15th July annually.
The 2007 Annual Summer School of the Society is being hosted by Portsmouth University and
will be held between 3–6 September 2007. Details of the programme and contact details for the
local organisers can be found by visiting www.soc.org.uk.
To apply for a Bursary please print the following application form and complete in full or send the
appropriate details to:

Mike Shand, Hon. Secretary, Department of Geographical & Earth Sciences,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, U.K.

BURSARY APPLICATION FORM
Name

Organisation

Address/postcode
Membership number

Membership category (tick one box)
Email
Comments to support this application
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Student

Overseas

